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Baseball sweeps
St. Francis Page 12

MCs highlight
Reject Show
Page 6

Celebrating 100 years as Taylor’s News Source
Volume 100, Issue 21

HEADLINES
Painted with Grace

Local 5K walk/run draws participants with
promises of being covered in a rainbow
of colors for a good cause. page 3
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‘THREATS AS CLEAR POSTURING’

Mandela remains in
hospital

Nelson Mandela recovers from a lung
infection in a South African hospital as the
nation prays for his renewed health. Page 4.

Cinderella on a
college budget

Always craved a designer dress for a special
occasion but lack the funds? Rent the
Runway might be your answer. Page 7

Double Trouble

Ever wonder where your favorite
childhood stars have gone? Revisit
three sets of celebrity twins who have
forged new and very different paths for
themselves since coming of age. Page 8

Taylor Night Guards
Patrolling The Loop, giving warnings,
handing out tickets and protecting
the campus we call home. Page 9

Silent Night on CBS

The U.S. is wary as North
Korea threatens war,
begins arming missiles
Claire Hadley
World Editor

Rachel Vachon
Staff Writer

Missile components were spotted
on the east coast of North Korea

yesterday as threats from the country increase, according to CNN.
It is reported that the component,
potentially a Musudan missile—a
mid-range ballistic missile—has the
ability to reach South Korea, Southeast Asia and Japan with its 2,500-mile
range if fired. North Korea blames the
U.S. for pushing it toward war.
Because it is still uncertain whether North Korea plans to test fire the
missiles or launch an actual attack,

the U.S. has kept the country under close watch, CNN reported. Even
though reports have shown the missiles do not appear to be positioned
at the U.S., the U.S. government still
plans to send precautionary missiles
to Guam, a U.S. territory in the western Pacific Ocean.
This announcement came Wed
-nesday in response to North Korea’s
threats, as the U.S. moved up its defense missile initiative originally set

Student book pays tribute to Larkin’s life
Silent Night is catching more national attention. This unique tradition will featured
before the Final Four on Saturday. page 12
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As students grieve,
remember his passing,
two students seek to
capture memories
News Editor

Katelyn S. Irons

Local News Editor/Copy Editor

The United States Supreme Court
heard two cases on gay marriage
last week.
The first case focused on California

Taylor to add
Asian languages

News Editor

Echo Stock Photo by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Josh Larkin at Sundance Film Festival last January, as part
of a trip led by Professors John and Kathy Bruner

“For better or
worse, Taylor
students are part
of our forever
family. We’ve
had lots of those
little connections
over the last
year. That has
meant a lot to us.”
—Tim Larkin

Same-sex marriage
front and center in two
Supreme Court trials
Hearings on gay
marriage draw strong
reactions, decisions
expected by summer

Continued on page 4

Chinese, Korean to be
available to all students
for fall 2013 semester
Jon Stroshine

Jon Stroshine
As juniors Meredith Sell and Kyla
Martin were working on a class
project last semester, they both ran
across people who had their lives affected by former Taylor student Josh
Larkin, who passed away last April.
Then it dawned on them: Many
people across campus might have
similar stories.
As the one-year anniversary of Larkin’s death came and went yesterday,
the duo is working on a book titled
“The Role He Played,” commemorating the impact Larkin had on various students.
“In the middle of life, you don’t really have an understanding of the big
picture,” Sell said. “All of these profiles are people looking back on what
they’ve gone through . . . and seeing
common themes.”
The two students plan to distribute the book to graduating seniors at
commencement rehearsal this May.
A free e-book will also be available
to anyone who wants one.

for 2015, in order to protect Guam
and its military and naval bases there.
The conflict began to intensify last
week, as North Korea threatened to
launch a nuclear attack after planning to restart a nuclear reactor that
was shut down five years ago, according to CNN. The threat followed
the country’s decision to lock South

Martin and Sell say they have written the content, and the final design
of the book will be turned in to printers Monday.
Dean of Students Skip Trudeau
confirmed via email yesterday that
the university would put $800 toward funding the book. Sell says
they are still looking for other sources of funding.
Sell estimated the book would be
just less than 150 pages in length.
“It’s a little emotionally draining
just coming away from interviews
Continued on page 2

Indiana Attorney General Greg Zoeller supports California’s Proposition 8. He was the primary author of
a brief, a type of legal document used
to persuade the Supreme Court Justices, in support of Prop 8.
“People always think it’s a personal advocacy when, in fact, I’m arguProposition 8, a state constitutional ing our current state statute.” Zoeller
amendment passed November 2008. told The Indy Star. “If they tell us
The second centered on the Defense that we can’t limit the licensing of
of Marriage Act, or DOMA, a federal marriage, now we know.”
law passed in 1996 declaring marAt the hearings on the DOMA case,
riage between a man and a woman. the Supreme Court seemed to be
Currently marriage between same- leaning towards striking down the
sex partners is legal in nine states law that would deny legally married
and the District of Columbia, while same-sex couples federal benefits,
it is either illegal or unrecognized in according to The Chicago Tribune.
41. Indiana leans heavily towards the
According to a recent Gallup Poll,
right to disallow same-sex marriage
according to The Indianapolis Star.
Continued on page 2

As students plan their schedules
for next semester, they will have
new options to choose from, including Chinese.
For the first time, Taylor will offer
students the opportunity to take Beginning Chinese 1 next fall and spring
semesters, as well as a beginning Korean class.
Students in Chinese 1 will learn
basic Chinese communication skills
including listening, speaking, reading and writing with an emphasis
on oral skills, according to Charles
Brainer, Associate Dean for International Studies and Associate Professor of Linguistics.
“Chinese is a challenging language
for speakers of English, but I feel like
our students are quite capable and
able to handle it well,” Brainer said.
After taking the first year of Chinese, students will have the opportunity to travel overseas to take the
second year of Chinese.
“The default plan is to have the
second year of Chinese offered in an
intensive format in China in the summer, starting 2014,” Brainer said. “We
feel this is important because of the
cultural immersion, the chance to
really practice language in the natural setting.”
As someone who has spent 15 years
in China, Brainer’s hope is that after
students experience China, they will
share his love for the country and
want to return.
“Once they spend some time in China, I think they will get hooked on the
people and the culture,” Brainer said.
“It’s just such a rich and fascinating
history, so different than what we experience here.”
The summer-intensive session will
be worth six credit hours and can be
Continued on page 2

From a program standpoint . . . we need
spaces for students to interact with students
cross-gender, cross-residence hall, and
a place for faculty and staff to interact
with students.

NEWS
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Advancement office prepares fundraising
for campus center
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TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK
Who’s killing Texas
prosecutors? Chilling mystery
leaves county on edge
cnn.com

Alabama Legislature Passes New
Limits on Abortion Clinics
nytimes.com

President Obama to return
$20,000 of salary to Treasury
latimes.com

Texas Jail Break: Two prisoners
escape, including one held
on capital murder charge
cbsnews.com

Larkin continued

Same-sex marriage continued

and seeing some hurt and some questions,” Martin said. “But it’s been really rewarding being able to see the
hope that people have.”
Larkin died in his dorm room of autoerotic asphyxiation on April 4, 2012.
The grieving process has tried
many of Larkin’s floormates.
The end of last year was a time of
shock and grief for many, according
to several Sammy II residents, with
the summer serving as a time of reflection on Larkin’s death.
This year, the floor has experienced
a greater degree of unity, according to
sophomore Mark Grisamore.
“We then started to be more intentional with each other,” Grisamore
said of this school year. “Almost anyone can go into anyone else’s room
and be comfortable there because we
know each other that well.”
Tim Larkin, Josh’s father, said the
past year has been a day-by-day battle for his family. He also noted that
the support of the Taylor community
has meant a lot to him and his family.
He said Monday that the family had
plans to go out and do something
Thursday, perhaps longboarding—a
favorite pastime of Josh’s—or a service project.
“For better or worse, Taylor students are part of our forever family,”
Larkin said. “We’ve had lots of those
little connections over the last year.
That has meant a lot to us.”
Sammy II PA senior Richie Terry

50 percent of Americans believe
that gay marriage should be legalized, which is down from 53 percent
last year.
“This is a major, major decision over
a major institution,” said political science professor Stephen King. “This
is something where the definition of
marriage has been the same for thousands of years in almost all of the civilized world.”
If DOMA and Proposition 8 are declared unconstitutional, this would
mean that any laws prohibiting gay
marriage created at the state level
would also be unconstitutional, according to King. However, King does
not think that something that drastic
will be declared at this time.

“I believe (legalizing gay marriage)
is an egregious mistake that will have
negative repercussions at many levels of American society—for institutions like ours as well as families and
individuals.” said professor of philosophy Jim Spiegel. “When it becomes
law, . . . Christian schools, businesses
and churches will be heavily persecuted if they don’t (toe) the line.”
The court is expected to make a decision in June, according to ABC News.
Former President Bill Clinton
wrote an op-ed for “The Washington
Post” website last month in which he
stated, “As the president who signed
the act into law, I have come to believe that DOMA is contrary to those
principles and, in fact, incompatible
with our Constitution.”

Languages continued

used to fulfill the two-year foreign language requirement at Taylor. Brainer
feels these Chinese courses and experiences will help students connect
with China economically, politically
and spiritually through the language.
Due to the many partnerships and
associations Taylor has with Korean universities and churches, Chin
Chang of the Modern Languages department will be offering Korean for
the first time in the fall as well, according to Brainer.
“I think for those Taylor students
who are graduating, it’s really a disservice to them to not have some understanding of Asia,” Brainer said. “Asia
has risen to prominence in the world

West Virginia Sheriff Shot and
Killed Outside Courthouse
abcnews.com

Allowing gays and lesbians
to marry legally, percent in
favor by generation
Echo Stock Photo by Timothy P. Riethmiller

70

Larkin was a Media Comunication major from Excelsior, Minn.

said the floor avoided corporate
events for Thursday in an effort to allow students to grieve however they
feel they need to.
As the one-year mark passes, the
residents of Sammy II hope to carry
on the legacy left by Larkin.

“I think he had a pretty good idea
about what life is about,” sophomore
and Sammy II resident Luke Hall said.
“There’s something better than what
most people kind of see as normal life,
and he was trying to find that.”

“I think for those Taylor students
who are graduating, it’s really
a disservice to them to not
have some understanding
of Asia.Asia has risen to
prominence in the world from
many different perspectives.”

me, too, because I really enjoy the culture,” Hoffmann said.
Junior professional writing major
Kristi Schweitzer took Modern Chinese Culture and Communication
over J-term with Hoffmann.
“For part of the time we learned
some basic survival phrases, and I
really loved that part of the class,”
Schweitzer said. “Most people think
Chinese is really hard because it
sounds hard, but it’s actually not
that bad.”
Hoffmann taught the survival Chinese component while his wife, a
native speaker, taught the rest of
the class.
“I think if you really want to learn
it, it’s actually really fun,” Schweitzer said.

—Charles Brainer

from many different perspectives.”
Brainer said the classes are open to
anyone who wants to take them.
Professor Geoff Hoffmann will be
teaching the Chinese classes and
looks forward to providing students
the opportunity to learn the language.
“I think helping students learn the
language, the Chinese culture and
serving them is important and fun for

Advancement office
prepares fundraising
for campus center
Public version of fundraising
case due out in May for
$20 million project
Lexie V. Owen

students. Now, with a campus population of 1,800 students, Taylor has
more than outgrown it, according to
Dean of Students Skip Trudeau. The
student union will continue to be
used, though it is yet undetermined
Staff Writer
what function it will serve.
Taylor’s Advancement office is plan“Because we are as large as we are
ning a fundraising campaign to raise student body-wise, we need spac$20 million for a new campus center es for students to interact with stuthat will function as an updated stu- dents cross-gender, cross-residence
dent union.
hall and a place for faculty and staff to
The current student union was interact with students,” Trudeau said.
built in 1958 to serve as a dining faciliThe 55,000-square-foot facility
ty for a campus population of 700-800 will envelope Rediger chapel. It will

include the student development offices, the campus store, an expanded
food service area, conference rooms
and a 250-seat auditorium.
Trudeau and a team which included members of the president’s cabinet,
student government, faculty, dining
facility and architects took two years
to design the campus center and negotiate its location and budget. The
Advancement Office played a role
in setting the budget for the building. Now the matter of raising funds
for that budget is entirely on their
shoulders. Having wrapped up the
seven-year Euler Science Complex
project, the Advancement Office
has made the new campus center its
highest fundraising priority.
“We’re doing two things at once,”
said Vice President for University Advancement Ben Sells. “We’re developing the case, and we’re developing a
list of prospects.”

Statistics from Pew
Research Center
Infograph by Mark Davis

Americans have shown a shift toward favoring gay marriage in the last decade.

The philanthropic case for support document advocates for fundraising initiatives. It communicates
the overall benefit of the project to
potential donors.
Trustees affirmed the case for the
campus center in February. The public version of the case will be ready by
the middle of May, enabling face-toface engagement of donors.
The Advancement Office is already forming a list of possible donors, which includes more than 150
alumni, parents, students and faculty.
Most donors will have a connection
with Taylor, an interest in the center
and the financial ability to make a
large contribution.
The Advancement Office will first
focus on obtaining the “lead gift,” an
especially large donation that will
boost momentum and encourage
other donors to pledge smaller gifts.
“For a campaign of this size to begin

it requires a lead gift in the $5 million (to) $10 million range,” Sells said.
“It’s our hope and prayer, Lord willing,
to secure this kind of gift in the next
twelve months.”
David Ritchie, Associate Vice President for Campaigns, estimates at
least 600 gifts ranging from $1,000
to $10 million will be required. The
Advancement Office will engage at
least 1,300 potential donors to make
these pledges.
According to Sells, 90 percent of
raised funds usually come from 10
percent of the donors.
Sells is unable to estimate the completion date of the fundraising, but
said the last $20 million for Euler took
three and a half years to raise.
Construction will begin once all
pledges have been made. The building
will take at least a year to complete.

In The Loop
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

24 AT TAYLOR, all day,
various locations

TRACK & FIELD
SUNDAY NIGHT
INVITATIONAL, George COMMUNITY, 8 p.m.,
Glass Track Field, 12
Rediger Auditorium
p.m.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

CHAPEL: DR. ALAN
TORRANCE, 10 a.m.,
Rediger Auditorium

DUDE WEEK MOVIE,
6 p.m., Rediger
Auditorium

CHAPEL, Dr. Michael
ACT:S COFFEE HOUSE,
Guebert, 10 a.m., Rediger 7 p.m., Student Union
Auditorium

LOCAL

It is quirky place, good for a casual date or a
place to go after hanging out with friends.
Pizza King good for a quirky time
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‘Painted with Grace’
5K color run hosted by The Affordable Housing Corporation
Julia Camara

all types of substance abuse, such as
drug addiction and alcoholism. This
recovery organization consists of
Runners in white T-shirts are lined up morning Bible studies and AA meetat the starting line. The race begins, ings focused on holistic healing.
and colored powder fills the air, covGrace House has a three-month
ering the streets.
program for newly released criminal
The color run is a 5K race hosted offenders, according to Kellie Engelby The Affordable Housing Corpo- man, community coordinator for The
ration of greater Marion in Matter Affordable Housing Corporation.
Park. The race is called “Painted
“I’m doing it because it sounds
with Grace,” and the proceeds
fun and it’s different from any
raised will benefit a local nonprofit organization.
other race.”
Tomorrow’s color run is a race
—Kelsey Meyer
where runners worry less about
beating their eight-minute-mile and
“We’ve done the ‘Race for Grace’
more about having fun. Through- several times in the past,” Engelman
out the race, runners will be sprayed said. “This is the first time we’re dowith nontoxic coloring powder. To ing ‘Painted with Grace.’”
enhance the color, the organization
Senior Chris Schonewill is a Taylor
encourages runners to wear white social work major and an intern at
T-shirts. Along with the chance to Affordable Housing where he works
run the 5K, each racer gets a compli- under Engleman, assisting with a vamentary T-shirt.
riety of different fundraisers.
“I’m guessing a good 150 to 200 peoColor runs have become a trend of
5Ks in the last few years, and senior ple will be there and a good number
Kelsey Meyer is excited for her run.
of Taylor students.” Schonewill said.
“I’m doing it because it sounds fun
The race begins at 8:15 a.m. at Matand it’s different from any other race,” ter Park and goes until 11:00 a.m.
said Meyer, an exercise science major.
Proceeds raised from the runners In-Depth Coverage:
will go to the Grace House of Tran- For information about the race, consition and Recovery. According to tact the Affordable Housing Commuits website, Grace House started in nity at 765-662-1574.
2000 when the Director of the Grant For information about the Grace
County Jail Chaplaincy Program en- House for Transition and Recovery,
couraged the community to develop visit workingcreations.com/Grace.
a recovery home for released criminal offenders.
The home is also intended for people dealing with and recovering from
Contributor

Farmland values on
the rise in Indiana
Olivia Jessup

Contributor

The value of farmland is increasing in
Indiana and across the Midwest, despite the severe drought in the summer of 2012, and they could continue
to increase, according to a recent survey from Purdue University.
The survey taken in June showed
that farmland value increased statewide anywhere from 14.3 percent to
18.1 percent. As a whole, the survey
found the average value of bare cropland ranged from $5,013 per acre for
poor quality land to $7,704 per acre
for top quality land. Even though last
summer was the worst drought since
1988, these values and prices have
continued to rise.
Although this is beneficial to the local economy, some economists have
pointed out the potential dangers of
this sudden increase.

“Buyers need to guard against current conditions making them overly
optimistic about the market’s future,
or tempting them to borrow too
much money for the investment,” said
Craig Dobbins, Purdue Extension agricultural economist, according to the
News Times.
Dobbins noted that the high market values mean the farmland market
is competitive right now. He stated
there are dangers if this trend continues and potential buyers are wrong
about the future of the market.
Professor Brent Gloy, the director of
the Center for Commercial Agriculture at Purdue University, has made a
number of presentations on this topic.
According to Gloy, the agriculture
industry has had numerous periods
of boom and bust in the past. The current values depend on low interest
rates and high farm returns. In one of
his presentations, Gloy suggests there

Pizza King
restaurant
good for a
quirky time
Photographs provided by The Color Run

Runners are sprayed with a rainbow of colors at other color run events.

Local News Editor/Copy Editor

is a possibility that times could conceivably get better or worse.
Hadley Mitchell, professor of Economics at Taylor, is also cautious.
“Some of the wiser farmers are saying, ‘It’s getting out of line,’ because
they’ve seen this 40 years ago,” Mitchell said. “And then what happened
was, as interest rates went back up,
as the cash price for corn—or whatever grain you’re raising—drops, some
of these farmers found they had much
more debt than they could handle
and lost their farms.”
Of the farmers in the Purdue survey,
most of them agreed that farmland
value would continue to increase
in the near future. However, when
it came to the five-year outlook,
some disagreed. Fifty-three percent
thought farmland values would be
higher in five years, 27 percent predicted there would be no change and
20 percent expected values would be
lower, as noted in the survey.
Despite the dangers, numerous
economic benefits could come from
the increase in farmland value. Mitchell noted these benefits and dangers
might not permeate the entire community, but this increase could help

Weather Forecast
Designed by McLean Roberts
Today’s
UV index for
Upland

High:  64°

Monthly
precipitation
for Upland

64.6%
15,058,670
acres

Statistics provided by Indiana.gov

stimulate the local economy.
“To the extent that the local community is more prosperous because
of that, what it can do, depending
on how it’s spent, is to provide more
jobs within the Grant County area,”
Mitchell said.
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A mobile phone is usually not a favorite sight at the dinner table, but
at Pizza King in Hartford City, a telephone is part of the experience. It
is a quirky place, good for a casual
date or a place to go after hanging
out with friends.
At first glance, Pizza King doesn’t
look like anything unusual—in fact,
it doesn’t really look like anything
good—but once inside, I was intrigued with its unique decor, which is
directly out of the ‘90s. With a unique
stained glass light fixture hanging
over each table, an orange-red glow
accompanies any dine-in experience.
Pizza King’s uniqueness does not
end there. Each table has a phone attached to the wall next to it by which
orders are placed to the main kitchen.
There is typically no wait to be seated,
and customers can place their orders
as soon as a cook picks up the phone
on the other end.
During lunch hours, waits can last
up to 30 minutes for entrees, but
drinks are delivered promptly, and
waits can be filled with fellowship
and discussion of which stained glass
lamp you like the best.
The food options at Pizza King
range from fresh wraps and salads to
pasta and plenty of pizza, with prices
averaging around $7 to $8 dollars a
meal. The food isn’t what you would
consider healthy—the pizzas tend
to be meatier, cheesier and greasier
than, say, Pizza Hut—but I don’t know
many people who frequent pizzerias
for the health benefits.
It’s generally agreed that you’ll either love or hate Pizza King pizza.
Some people claim their pizza is too
greasy and cheesy, but others who
love that taste say it is their favorite pizza.
The round pizzas are served as 2”
x 2” squares on small plates. When
sharing a pizza, the small plates can
be clumsy and cause a mess due to
pizza squares falling off the edges.
Free delivery is offered, and the
company touts that it will deliver as
“fast as the law allows.”
Pizza King is a chain of restaurants
located out of Muncie and is unique
to Indiana. It has been awarded the
“Muncie’s Finest Pizza” award in the
Muncie Star’s Reader’s Choice Poll.
While it is probably not the finest pizza in the world, Pizza King does have
a certain charm and uniqueness that
makes it a fun experience.
The Pizza King reviewed in this
article is eight miles from campus in Hartford City at 1705 N. Walnut St. For other locations around
the area or to read their menu, visit
RingtheKing.com.
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North Korea Continued

Korea out of a shared factory complex.
North Korean news agency KCNA
expressed the country’s sentiments
over the nuclear activity earlier this
week in an article by CNN.
“The moment of explosion is approaching fast,” KCNA said. “No one
can say a war will break out in Korea
or not and whether it will break out
today or tomorrow. The responsibility
for this grave situation entirely rests
with the U.S. administration and military warmongers keen to encroach
upon the DPRK’s (Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea) sovereignty and
bring down its dignified social system
with brigandish logic.”
Nicholas Kerton-Johnson, political
science and international relations
professor, doubts North Korea will deliver on its words.
“I see the threats as clear posturing by North Korea,” Kerton-Johnson
said. “They are an outcast regime
that needs to ensure its own survival.
Their nuclear program has resulted in
sanctions but is ironically also their
best negotiating tool for international
aid. . . . In my opinion they will never
fire against the U.S.”
As the world watches North
Korea carefully for its next move, a
primary concern is the combination

of nuclear talk from North Korea and
potential military movement from
the U.S. and South Korea, according
to The Washington Times. They fear
is that such tensions could start a war
if an impulsive or miscalculated move
is made.
“They have a nuclear capacity now,”
said Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel,
according to The New York Times.
“They have a missile delivery capacity now. And so, as they have ratcheted
up their bellicose, dangerous rhetoric, and some of the actions they have
taken over the last few weeks present
a real and clear danger.”
“We are doing everything we can,
working with the Chinese, others to
defuse that situation on the peninsula,” Hagel told Reuters.
Conditions in North Korea have
put the U.S. on edge as they actively pursue ways to prevent a future attack.
“The U.S. has shown a clear willingness to use force when threatened—one of President Bush’s key
legacies—and they know only their
destruction would result,” Kerton-Johnson said. “I am not at all worried about North Korea. They are an
authoritarian dictatorship interested
only in their own power. They lack the
ideological hatred that leads to stupid decisions.”

Map by Rishabh Tatiraju

The Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) is a boundary separating North and South
Korea and is meant to protect relations between the countries.

The Romeike family fled to the U.S. in
2008, where they were granted political
asylum in 2010.
German family to be deported
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German family to be deported

A German homeschool
family of eight who sought
asylum in the U.S. is now
set to be deported
Claire Hadley
World Editor

A German family who sought political
asylum in the U.S. is set to be deported by the Obama administration. Uwe
and Hannelore Romeike, the parents
of six children, made the decision to
home-school their three school-age
children.
The German government has
very strict education laws, demanding that all children attend government-run schools. They fined the
Romeike family more than 7,000 Euros ($9,000) and threatened prosecution, jail time and loss of custody,
according to the Daily Mail.
The family fled to the U.S. in 2008,
where they were granted political asylum in 2010, and moved to Tennessee.
But in 2012, the U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) appealed
the decision, ABC News reported. Despite a 2011 policy that allows the government discretion to pursue only
high-priority cases, the U.S. Board of
Immigration Appeals agreed with ICE.
ICE denied comment about the
case to any news agency, and would
not state their reasons for pursuing
the Romeikes.
The Justice Department, however,
is claiming that their argument is that
German law banning home-schooling does not violate the family’s human rights.
The U.S. Department of Justice is
being sued by the Home School Legal Defense Association (HSLDA), the
Daily Mail reported, because it was a

Photograph provided by The Romeike Family

The Romeike family faces deportation, which could cause
them to lose custody of their six children.

judge from that agency who was responsible for the decision to revoke
the family’s asylum request.
The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals,
with a three-judge panel, will hear the
Romeike v. Holder case on April 23.
Michael Farris, the founding chairman of HSLDA, said that even if the
federal government doesn’t believe
home-schooling is an issue of human
rights that necessitates political asylum, they can still allow the family to
stay in the U.S., according to the Daily Mail.
“The attorney general absolutely
has the discretion to let these people
stay,” Farris said. “They are trying to
send a family back to Germany where
they would certainly lose custody of
their children. Our government is siding with Germany,” he said.
Germany banned alternative

schooling in 1918, and the law was
made even stricter during the Nazi
era. This was to ensure that young
Germans were indoctrinated into
Hitler’s ideology. Since then, the German Supreme Court has ruled that it
intends to “counteract the development of religious and philosophically motivated parallel societies,” Farris
said to the Daily Mail. “And that’s a
direct quote.”
Nearly 2 million children in the U.S.
are home-schooled, and their parents
do so freely, but the 200 families who
attempt to home-school in Germany are risking prison time and losing
their children, according to the Daily Mail.
HSLDA and the Romeikes’ lawyer,
Michael Donnelly, have created a petition to the White House to allow the
family to remain in the country.

Mandela remains
in hospital
South Africa prays from
Nelson Mandela’s continued
recovery after he was
hospitalized for the third
time since December.
Olivia Jessup

Contributor

Former President of South Africa Nelson Mandela is making steady health
improvements after being admitted
to the hospital late last Wednesday.
He was treated for a recurring lung
infection, according to CNN.
This is the third time Mandela has
been admitted to the hospital since
December, according to the Huffington Post. This time, doctors drained
fluid in his lungs to allow for easier
breathing, said Mac Maharaj, a presidential spokesperson for current
South African President Jacob Zuma.
“He remains under treatment and
observation in hospital,” Zuma said
in a CNN article.
Mandela’s lungs are scarred and
damaged from working in a quarry
during his imprisonment, according
to the BBC. NBC News health expert
Nancy Snyderman said that the tuberculosis Mandela contracted while imprisoned was a significant factor in
his current health problems.
“It means his lungs are scarred, less
spongy and absorbent, and therefore
less able to rid themselves of fluid,”
Snyderman said.
While Mandela is being treated, the
churches of South Africa are praying
for the anti-apartheid campaigner.
Zuma thanked the “the thousands of
South Africans who prayed for Madiba at various Easter church services.”
Madiba is Nelson’s clan name
and is widely used in South Africa, according to the BBC. Much of
the country is praying for the former president.
In Mqhekezweni, a small hillside
village in South Africa, worshippers
packed a small mission church, the
same church Mandela attended from
ages nine to 16. It was in Mqhekezweni that Mandela said he witnessed
democracy in “its purest form,” according to The Australian.

“We know he is not going to live forever,” said George Sandile, the Mqhekezweni church steward in an article
from The Australian. “But we don’t
want to release him. We still need
him. He is our icon.”
Mandela fought against the apartheid legislation, which forced nonwhite South Africans to live in
separate villages from whites and
use separate public facilities, according to History.com. He led a
nonviolent defiance of the legislation, which eventually led to his
imprisonment.
He was first arrested in 1962, and
in 1964 he was sentenced to life in
prison, according to the BBC. Mandela was released in 1990, having been
imprisoned for 27 years, and won the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1993 with the
then-South African President F.W. de
Klerk for their work against apartheid. Mandela became the nation’s
first black president in 1994.
Mandela’s impact reaches beyond

Nelson Mandela’s current illness is a remnant of his days spend doing hard labor in prison.

South Africa. After his time in office,
he helped mediate conflict in other
parts of Africa and the Middle East,
according to CNN.
“Mandela is like our god,” said Nondumasi Sandlana to The Australian,

who said she was 100 years old and
remembered him as a schoolboy.
“When he was in prison, his mother would come here and we gave her
money so she could visit him. We are
all praying he doesn’t pass away.”

AROUND
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West Virginia sheriff
Eugene Crum, a major responder to the drug trade
in the southern part of the
state., was fatally shot in his
car Wednesday, according to
Fox News. The suspect, Tennis
Maynard, approached the
car and shot Crum at pointblank. Maynard was shot
and wounded by a deputy
and is now in the hospital.

THE WORLD
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The name of the hospital Mandela
is in has not been released, but the
presidential report on his health calls
for renewed privacy for the 94-yearold, according to Africa News.

Russia

The Russian Bolshoi
Ballet is facing legal scrutiny
as female dancers have begun
claiming that they had been
forced to sleep with benefactors, the Telegraph reported.
They were allegedly given the
option of attending “grand dinners” where they would have
sex with a rich patron, or not
be allowed to tour or perform.

Congo

A Congolese
warlord being held at the
U.S. embassy in Rwanda
will be transferred soon to
the International Criminal
Court in The Hague, where
he will face charges of war
crimes, according to Reuters. The end of his 15-year
career as leader of a rebel
force will improve stability
and peace in the region.

Israel The official limo
waiting for President Obama
in Israel malfunctioned after its
driver refueled it with gasoline rather than diesel, CNN
reported. Obama had not yet
arrived in the country when
the problem was discovered,
so a second limo was brought
in by the time he landed.

Philippines

The introduction of a law aiming to
provide government-funded
contraception and sex-education classes was postponed
by the Philippine Supreme
Court, according to CNN. It has
been delayed for 120 days to
hear arguments by petitions
against the new measure.

SCIENCE &TECH

Words never disappear. . . .You don’t want
some off-the-cuff remark to come back and
haunt you.
Google yourself

TheEchoNews.com
The

  Geek

Briefs
David Adams
S&T Editor

Facebook phones
‘Home’ Facebook
on Thursday debuted Home, a Facebook-centric version
of Google’s Android
operating system.
Home, which represents Facebook’s
latest effort to compete in the Android market, will come preinstalled
on the new HTC First device and will
be available to download on other
Android devices. The software includes new features like Cover Feed,
which will display friends’ photos
and status updates as soon as the
phone is turned on, and Chat heads
that allow users to respond to Facebook
messages within other apps. Other apps
like Google Maps and
Google Voice are
bit.ly/FBook-Home
still available.
Breath tests could sniff out disease Analyses of exhaled breath
could soon be used to diagnose disease in the same way as urine and
blood tests, according to a study published Wednesday in the journal PLOS
ONE. Other research has shown that
infections or cancer could be diagnosed through breath tests. Because
they are noninvasive and the results
are almost immediate, breath tests
could soon be used to determine
the appropriate dose of anesthesia
needed for different
patients or test runners at the starting
line for doping.

ncing your
bit.ly/Breathprint
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Potential employers are doing it, too
David Adams
S&T Editor

If you Googled yourself right now,
what would you find? Photos from
spring break? Videos from Airband?
A MySpace profile you haven’t updated since sixth grade?
If you’re looking for a job or internship, the answer may be more important than you think.
Recent surveys by CareerBuilder.
com and JobVite, a company specializing in recruiting via social media, put the amount of employers who
use social media to evaluate job applicants between 37 and 48 percent.
Both studies said employers relied
primarily on Facebook and LinkedIn
to conduct their social media-powered background checks. Twitter
came in third.
Diana Savage, a professional writer, editor and speaker and principle
writer at Savage Creative Services of
Seattle, advises students to consider
anything that turns up in an online
search “part of your job application.”
“An employer will be impressed if a
search for your name turns up such
things as your resume on LinkedIn,
Tweets related to your college major, photos of you building a Habitat
for Humanity home, insightful comments you’ve left on pertinent blogs
or your helpful how-to video on YouTube,” Savage told Science & Tech.
CareerBuilder’s study reported
most hiring managers are using social

media “to dig deeper than the traditional interview,” rather than looking
for reasons not to hire an applicant.
Seven in 10 employers determine
whether the candidate presents him
or herself professionally. Half of interviewers look for evidence that the
employee would be a “good fit for the
company culture.”
Savage also said employers look for
information “not related to job performance” like age, marital status or
the reason for leaving one’s last job,
clues that help employers develop a
complete profile of the candidate.
On the other hand, Savage warned
that negative elements of one’s online
presence can be harmful.
“Social networking updates that
contain inappropriate photos or offensive language can definitely hurt
your employment chances,” she said.
“In today’s competitive job-hunting
market, even elements that might
be considered merely juvenile or unprofessional could work against you.”
JobVite and CareerBuilder’s studies
noted the importance of communicating smartly, even online. Recruiters view spelling or grammar mistakes
negatively. Bad-mouthing previous
employers, lying about your qualifications or making discriminatory comments related to race, religion or other
topics also raise red flags for recruiters.
“Words never disappear,” Savage
said. “You don’t want some off-thecuff remark to come back and haunt
you. . . . Always remember that everything about you on the Internet could

be viewed by industry professionals
at any time.”
The benefits of cultivating a positive online presence are many. JobVite’s survey said nearly 9 in 10
employers have made a hire through
LinkedIn and a quarter of employers
through Facebook.
Nearly 3 in 10 hiring managers have
made one or more discoveries on social media that led to them extending
an offer, CareerBuilder’s study found.
Most said they “got a good feel for the
candidate’s personality” or the “candidate conveyed a professional image.”
Other recruiters found that their
candidates’ social media presences confirmed what they said in
their interviews, demonstrating
their qualifications, interests, good
communication skills or even their
creativity.
“Hiring managers and human resources departments have to make
a careful, determined decision as to
whether information found online is
relevant to the candidates’ qualifications for the job,” said Rosemary Haefner, CareerBuilder’s vice president of
Human Resources.
What potential employers discover
about you online could very well be the
difference between a job offer and a rejection email.
See Savage’s tips in the sidebar
to learn how to enhance your online image.
Interview with Savage conducted by Katelyn S. Irons, Local News/
Copy Editor.

Online Reputation Evaluation
S&T Googled Echo staﬀ members to see how well they had built a professional online presence. Check marks mean that only positive, professional and accurate information or images were found. An “X” could indicate inaccuracy, missing information, unprofessionalism or simply an
inability to find the information. See the comments for details on S&T’s ratings.The websites S&T checked were Facebook, Google+, LinkedIn,
Twitter and any other websites (like blogs, MySpace or Pinterest) that came up in the search.

WWW
Corrie Dyke (senior), Editor-in-Chief
Corrie’s online presence is polished. S&T found four of her sites on the first page of a Google
search, as well as other sites like Pinterest and examples of her writing. She may want to consider
adding Google+ to her already impressive online profile.

Tim Riethmiller (senior), Creative Director
Tim’s Facebook profile is missing information about his education and work, while his Twitter
feed contains political commentary some employers might not appreciate. An old MySpace account seems to be haunting him, too. His Google+ and LinkedIn profiles are excellent, though,
and examples of his photography in national publications add professionalism.

Alex Mellen (junior), Copy Editor
Alex’s Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter profiles feature information about her work and studies
and contain links to her blog and work for independent websites. Her Google+ page is professional but underutilized. Nothing negative turned up in S&T’s search, but much of Alex’s information was diﬃcult to find because of other “Alex Mellen”s who came up in the search. She
should consider finding a way to distinguish herself from these look-a-likes.

s. Keep all sites up-to-date.
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Enhancing
your online
Enhancing
image your
online image

Whether your online image is positive,
negative or nonexistent, Diana Savage
suggested the following tips to improve your Internet reputation.

Be consistent
Ensure that employers can find information about your education
and work online. Make sure the
information is the same across social media websites.

Play the name game
Choose a professional form of
your name. If someone famous—
or notorious—shares your name,
consider adding a unique element like your middle name or
initial. Be sure to use the same
name across websites and on
your resume and business cards.

Expand beyond Facebook
Create profiles on Google+, Twitter and, most importantly, LinkedIn. Include a professional image
of yourself, and list your education, skills, achievements and interests. Keep all sites up-to-date.

Be the expert
Start a blog related to your career
interests. Write insightful, helpful posts to generate traﬃc (and
search engine attention), and include links to your website and
social media profiles.

Promote the positive
Ask friends and family to delete
potentially embarrassing information from social networks. Bury
anything unsightly beneath positive images and posts, and adjust
your privacy settings so that employers can’t see anything that
doesn’t reflect well on you.

Let Google Google you
Set up Google Alerts, a service
that can periodically search for
your name and send you the results it finds.

Diagrams by David Adams

I scream, you scream, we all scream for...

summer

blackboard
BIB110 Biblical Literature I
BIB210 Biblical Literature II
BIB370 Romans
CAS110 Public Speaking
CAS120 Interpersonal Communication
ECO201 Principles of Microeconomics
ECO202 Principles of Macroeconomics
ENG110 Expository Writing
ENG230 World Literature
HIS124 History of the United States I
HIS125 History of the United States II
MAT110 Finite Mathematics
MAT120 Investigations in Mathematics
PHI413 Contemporary Christian Belief
PHP100 Fitness for Life
PHP200R Running
PHP402 Administration of Human Performance
POS100 American Politics
PSY110 Foundations of Psychology
PSY200 Introduction to Psychology
REL313 Historic Christian Belief
SOC220 Ethnic and Minority Issues
Classes are online and flexible with no meeting
times. Register through Tower.Tuition is $350/hr.

online.taylor.edu/summer

Acidic, overfished oceans in danger
Coral reefs, marine life
threatened, studies say

due to extensive fishing in the 18th
and 19th centuries. While not recent
events, this fishing has long-reachKyle Carruthers
ing effects. Many fishermen have not
changed their practices since those
Staff Writer/Copy Editor
times.
When a human looks across
Some recent techniques, like botthe vast ocean, there is lit- tom trawling—dragging nets across
tle way of knowing what lies the ocean floor—have even more negbeneath its surface. Though ative potential.
this impenetrability has in“Anywhere you go and try to harspired many, it also makes it vest fish with a trawl, you are going
easy to ignore what goes on to destroy any coral that lives there,
in watery depths unvisited and there is example after example
by humanity’s presence—but of the damage that is done by trawlnot by humanity’s residual ers,” O’Dor said.
influence. Out of sight, out
“Ocean acidification is destined
of mind, as they say.
to be one of the biggest issues
“The disturbing truth is
that humans are having unhumanity has ever faced.”
recognized impacts on every
— J.E.N. Veron
part of the ocean, and there
is much we have not seen
Damage done to coral reefs is irthat will disappear before reparable. Coral is also affected by
we ever get a chance,” marine increasing acid levels in the ocean.
scientist Ron O’Dor, a senior Acidity increases as more carbon diresearcher for the Census of oxide is absorbed into the ocean, dissolving existing coral. A quarter of the
Marine Life, told CNN.
The census recently found ocean’s marine life resides in coral
that the population of many reefs and face extinction if they distypes of fish have decreased appear, according to the Ocean Ark
significantly. Blue tuna have Alliance. Of the 10,000 existing reefs,
all but disappeared from the one is disappearing every other day.
oceans around Europe, and
“Ocean acidification is destined to
halibut have disappeared be one of the biggest issues humanifrom the North Atlantic.
ty has ever faced,” said reef scientist
According to CNN, this is J.E.N. Veron on Ocean Ark Alliance’s

web site.
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) reported that overall ocean acidity
has increased by 30 percent since the
industrial revolution. The report predicts that by the end of the century,
acidity will increase 150 percent from
current levels. This would endanger a
third of the world’s coral reefs by 2050.
According to CNN, acidity also endangers the organisms responsible for
more than half the oxygen production
on earth: phytoplankton. The Census
of Marine Life reported that the phytoplankton population has been decreasing by 1 percent every year since 1900.
“They’re too big to understand in
economic terms. We can put a value on the loss of fishing, but how can
we put a value on oxygen production or the absorption of carbon dioxide?” said Alex Rogers, professor of
conservation biology at Oxford University and scientific director of the
International Program on the State
of the Ocean, to CNN. “There’s a real
lack of public and political awareness
of these issues.”
Rogers said a large problem is that
the majority of the ocean is not controlled by international law and that
enforcing existing laws is difficult.
Many marine biologists agree that
more areas of the ocean need to be protected from fishing and other industrial endeavors.
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Always wondered about the reasoning behind
Reject Show? Get your answers here.
Reject Show: cups, singing and costumes
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Cinderella on a college budget

Angelina Burkholder

5

L&T Editor

2

3
6

Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller
1. Joel Helms performs his version of “Island in the Sun.”
2. Tyler Schnute woos his audience in his rendition of “The Rose.”
3. Bekah O’Brien and Kristen Prebble perform “Not Over You” with cups.
4. Kasey Leander serenades the crowd with “Gold on the Ceiling.”
5. Lauren Sheard belts out “Lip Gloss,” accompanied by her floor mates.
6. Eric Rupp takes a pizza to the face during the emcees’ game “Weakest Link.”

Illustration by Sam Stone

CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING + HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT

INTERCULTURAL STUDIES
The Intercultural Studies department offers
holistic training for those pursuing God’s call into
cross-cultural service. Our students find that living
and studying under internationally respected
professors in the Chicago area provides abundant
opportunities to grow as they encounter people
from diverse cultural and theological perspectives.
Explore our programs and discover how we can
prepare YOU to serve more effectively in our
ever-changing world.

L&T Editor

Intimidated by garage
saling but love scoring
bargains? Discover all the
tips here for a successful
day out in local shopping.
Corrie Dyke

tag on a dream in the form of chiffon.

Editor-in-Chief

One hundred sixty designers, 25,000
dresses and 90 percent off retail
price. Sound like a dream or something created by Cinderella’s fairy
godmother? This place is reality,
and it could be the answer to all of
your break-the-bank problems, multiple weddings and parties this summer create.
Welcome to RentTheRunway.com
(RTR), an e-commerce business giving women the opportunity to rent
designer dresses for any occasion at
nearly one-tenth of retail price.
You have to create a membership
account to view the online wardrobe,
but it’s free and as easy as an email
address. From there you can create
your personal profile, complete with
questions from typical dress size and
body type to where you are enrolled
in school. It may seem strange to supply the name of your school when filling out an account on dresses, but the
empire was created by two students
at Harvard Business School in 2009.
Co-founders Jennifer Hyman and
Jennifer Fleiss met at Harvard where
they became best friends, according
to the backstory on RTR’s website.
After watching her sister struggle
to find the perfect dress for an upcoming friend’s wedding, Hyman
was determined to end the full-closet-with-nothing-to-wear dilemma of
women on a budget.
“Here was this young girl who loves
fashion and was willing to spend a
good portion of her salary on a dress
that she’s only going to wear once or
twice, and I thought, there has to be

a solution for this,” Hyman told The
New York Times.
Hyman thought if girls like her sister had access to their dream closet,
it would also benefit designers by getting their products in young, fashionable women’s hands.
A few days later at Harvard, Hyman told Fleiss the dilemma, and RTR
was born.
More than 20,000 women signed
up for the service within the first
week, according to The New York
Times. Both Hyman and Fleiss have
won numerous entrepreneurial
awards including awards from Fortune Magazine.
RTR’s motto is “Love, Wear, Return,”
and it really is that simple. Renters
find a dress they love, select the date
for the dress to arrive and return
the dress in a prepaid envelope after
their four- or eight-day rental. Renters can receive same-day delivery in
New York City and next-day delivery
anywhere in the U.S.
Two sizes are sent to the renter, the
second as a backup and free of charge.
With each rental comes a $5 damage insurance fee, and, in the case of destruction of the dress, the renter is responsible
for full retail price. Members receive $50
off their first rental and can receive up
to $20 in credit for sharing the website
with friend.
Rentals range from $50-$200 depending on the retail price. Most average rentals cost $75, which comes as a relief to
college girls who weep at the $595 price

Little Trojan
Samgrams

Most designers sell their dresses
directly to RTR, while some give exclusive pieces to RTR that aren’t commercially sold for a cut of the revenue,
according to The New York Times.
RentTheRunway.com is easy to
nagivate and supplies renters with
more information than most retail
websites. Customer photos are available on the website, as well as short
reviews where renters give their usual dress size, height, weight and tell
how the dress fit. Clicking on a particular dress will give you jewelry recommendations and similar dresses the
website thinks “you might also like.”
The true wow factor of the website
is the personal stylists available for
one-on-one styling advice six days a
week. You are able to chat live with
a stylist, a service usually reserved
for celebrities.
The site also sells jewelry, beauty
products, tights and shapewear at a
reasonable price.
Currently, RTR has three million
members and growing, according to
Letty Lawrence, publicist for RTR. The
brand is also known on 200 college
campuses nationwide with The Runway Rep, a program of 1,000 college
girls promoting RTR on their respective campuses conducting fashion
shows and trunk shows while gaining business management skills in
marketing and fashion.
RTR was created as the solution
to a problem felt by any female. Now
everyone can have that Cinderella
moment, even those on the tightest budget.
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Scoring local
bargains the
smart way
Angelina Burkholder

Junior Katy Spence and senior Eric
Rupp, the co-leaders of Youth Conference answer questions about the
purpose behind Reject Show.
Echo: What is the Reject Show?
Katy Spence: Reject Show is a show
featuring student acts that didn’t
have a chance to perform in the other shows at Taylor like MyGen or
Airband.
Echo: Who puts on Reject Show?
Eric Rupp: Reject Show is put on by
the student leaders from Youth Conference Cabinet.
Echo: Why is it put on?
KS: The show is a fundraiser for Youth
Conference. All proceeds go directly
to student scholarships to help kids
come who cannot afford it.
Echo: Did all the acts actually get rejected from other shows?
KS: A lot of the acts didn’t have time
to try out for the other shows or didn’t
have an act together in time to try out.
Some acts are actual rejects... but that
just makes us love them even more.
Echo: Are there still ways that students can get involved with YC?
ER: Absolutely. We would still love it
if Taylor students could volunteer to
house high school students for the
two nights of Youth Conference.
KS: If you have heard about YC but
missed the chances to get involved,
we still need you! The possibilities are
endless. Email us at yc@taylor.edu.
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Spring break is over. School is back
on. And life just couldn’t feel more depressing. Heavy spring semester loads
resume, and a tired wallet sighs from
spring break spending. The only good
thing? The warmer weather.
Melted snow and bright sunshine
ring in longer days and new activities. Nights of stargazing and star
tipping follow days of sand volleyball
and longboard runs. But the normal
campfire nights and sweaty afternoons of watching baseball aren’t the
only spring treasures. Think bargain
hunting. Think bargain hunting outside. The name of the game is garage
sales. Here in the Upland area, garage
sales are plentiful.
Garage sale is a two-word term
famous for convincing us to spend
ungodly amounts of money on the
most ridiculous trinkets, only to end
up placing them in a corner to gather dust and slowly lose valor. But not
anymore; it’s time to learn how to garage sale the right way. So dig up your
grandma’s fanny pack, pack some
lemonade and hit the streets.
First of all, check newspapers. Local newspapers always list garage sale
locations along with times and a brief
description of what is being sold at
the sale. Check out yardsalesearch.
com online for a super easy find of
local sales.
Suburbs are your best bet. Keep in
mind that anyone can have a garage
sale. That includes the grimy hoarder
down the street with trash overflowing in the garage. Unless you desire a
bargain in second hand tissues, make
sure to check the locations of the advertised garage sales. Pick ones in

by Rodrigo Carneiro

Echograms #TaylorU

areas of towns you are most familiar
with. Certain locations will often have
a day or a weekend of town-wide sales
or suburb-wide sales. You can park in
one spot and hit up 10 or more sales,
all with good items and decent prices.
Once you know where the sales are,
you’re ready to go. Just make sure to
check the forecast before you head
out. Dress accordingly and girls, keep
the high heels in the closet; you’re going to be walking a lot. Pack some water and maybe even some snacks or
hold out for a lemonade stand at one
of the sales.
When you do hit up a sale, keep
in mind that almost everything you
are buying is second hand. Don’t pay
too much for something you can buy
new with just a couple more dollars.
Check stickers on big appliances for
manufactured dates and make sure
your item has all the parts included.
Always ask lots of questions. Never
hesitate to bug the lady sipping from
a mason jar underneath her umbrella. Make sure the item works properly before you spend precious college
dollars on it.
Take your clothes measurements
before you go. Finding clothes at a garage sale seems less than ideal, but
hey, crazier things have happened.
That shirt that your roommate paid
outrageous money for just might be
for sale for less than $5 at a yard sale.
Just keep in mind that there aren’t any
nifty dressing rooms with shelves to
rest your coffee mug and mirrors to
check yourself out in. Check sizes
ahead of time, and you’ll be set to go
when a piece of clothing screams to
you from a dangling rack.
Last, remember to go into the experience with a modest hope. The
chances that you find some perfectly preserved antique for a mere $5
and resell it for millions isn’t likely. However, you just might find the
perfect accessory for your dorm
room and cheap knitting needles for
your grandma.

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Elisa Tanquist @afrikinboulos
wheellppp. there was my first ringdown. engagements are exciting
stufff!!! #ringdown #TaylorU
Matt Walters @MattWalters10
free meal at chick-fil-a because of
my #TaylorU sweatshirt #sogreat
Olivia Jessup @OliviaAJessup
You know you go to a Christian
school when...”Do you have
anymore unleavened bread?”
#actualconversation #TaylorU
Keith Cantrell @KeithCantrell93
I don’t know which 2015 event
I’m more excited about - my
graduation or #FindingDory.
#TaylorU

WHEATON.EDU/INTR

David Neel @DangerNeel
If my calculations are correct
I should be back at #TaylorU
by 12:45 tonight. That leaves
exactly no time for homework.
#sbelsalvador13
Mark Muselman @mark_muselman
The energy around #TaylorU is
incredible today--- spring!
Lyndsey Gammage @
LyndseyGammage

For more, follow @sam_stone on

jessiarbuckle: “#reppin in St. Pete #TaylorU #IU @sar_butler”

@eahorne “Aren’t you in class?”
“Yes, we’re all on twitter” #PWR320
#professionaltweeting #TaylorU

A&E

“Sister, Sister” co-stars Tia and Tamera
Mowry have taken a more domestic turn
since their ’90s sitcom days. Both are
married and recently became mothers.”
Double trouble time lapse: then and now
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Double trouble time lapse: then and now

Photograph provided by David Shankbone

Mary-Kate and Ashley have made their mark as fashion
designers since leaving the TV industry in 2004.

Famous childhood duos
forge new paths in adulthood
Kathryn Fenstermacher

A&E Editor

Identical twins never go out of style in
the TV industry. “Double the trouble,
double the fun” was a favorite mantra a decade ago, when several sets of
twins made their marks in popular TV.

But where are they now? Three sets of
celebrity siblings show that you never
outgrow the twosome mentality, onscreen or off.

Fame, fortune and fashion MaryKate and Ashley Olsen have bedazzled the cameras since their debuts
as “Full House” darlings in 1987. But
recent years have revealed their talents for business. After a successful

heyday, have taken a new direction
since coming of age. The twin members of the Disney Channel Circle of
Stars, best known as co-stars of “The
Suite life of Zack & Cody,” reprised
their childhood roles in “The Suite
Life on Deck” from 2008 until 2011.
The show became the most-watched
children’s and tweens’ show during its
first two years, according to CBS News.
Dylan and Cole began cultivating a
Motherhood is Tia & Tamera’s latest role.
more mature image by starring in
the theatrical suspense film “Kings of
TV career, the twins became co-pres- Appletown” and discontinuing their
idents of Dualstar Entertainment, Sprouse Bros brand, which had pretheir production company. This move viously been licensed by Dualstar Enmarked the beginning of their explo- tertainment (the Olsens’ franchise).
sive business careers. In 2007, Forbes
Since then, the brothers have tranlisted them among the 20 richest
women in the world, valued at $100
million for the pair.
The Olsens launched several
They have since launched several
fashion lines, including The
fashion lines, including The Row, OlRow, Olsenboyle and Elizabeth &
senboyle and Elizabeth & James, in
addition to their own magazine and
James, in addition to their own
website. The Row earned them the
magazine and website. The Row
highest honors at the 2012 Council of
earned them the highest honors
Fashion Designers of America awards.
at the 2012 Council of Fashion
Mary-Kate and Ashley’s personal
lives have been as changeable as their
Designers of America awards.
occupational choices. Mary-Kate entered rehab for an eating disorder in
2004. Several of her dating relationships have stimulated gossip, includ- sitioned from actors to artists. Both
ing her previous relationship with the 20-year-olds are in their second
late Heath Ledger, as well as her cur- year at New York University’s Gallrent relationship with Olivier Sarkozy, atin School of Individualized Study.
half-brother of the former president Cole is majoring in humanities and
of France, who is nearly twice her age. archaeology, and Dylan is studying
Ashley’s personal life has made fewer video game design. Their personheadlines, but her unusual yet win- al websites—which they try to keep
ning wardrobe choices keep her in uncluttered by fan comments—prothe spotlight.
mote their new, distinctive images.
To browse the Olsens’ fashion collec- Dylan’s site, Sprouse Arts, showcastion visit Stylemint.com.
es his cartoons, paintings and design.
According to the website, his interArts and academics Dylan and est in the arts began at an early age,
Cole Sprouse, collectively referred and he is finally realizing that passion.
to as the Sprouse Bros during their Cole’s site, Cole Sprouse Photography,

Family-friendly “Sister, Sister” costars Tia and Tamera Mowry have
taken a more domestic turn since
their ’90s sitcom days. Both are married and recently became mothers,
even while remaining active in the
TV industry. Tia married actor Cory
Hardrict in 2008 and their first child
was born in 2011. Tamera likewise
married Fox News Correspondent
Adam Housley in 2011, and they welcomed their first child in 2012.
Both award-winning actresses have
remained active on screen since their
“Sister, Sister” debut in 1994. Best
known for their comedy presence, Tia
appeared in the hit series “The Game,”
while Tamera produced and starred
in the Lifetime original movie, “Double Wedding.” The two continue their
sister act on “Tia & Tamera,” their
own reality TV show which launched
on Style Network in 2011.
Tia and Tamera have also branched
out from acting, particularly since
becoming mothers. Tia published
her first book, “Oh, Baby!: Pregnancy Tales and Advice from One Hot
Mama to Another,” in 2012. She also
teamed with yoga expert Tara Stiles
to release two yoga fitness DVDs.
Tamera is a guest blogger for PeopleMagazine.com. Both graduated from
Pepperdine University with degrees
in psychology.
To catch up on Tia and Tamera’s
new lifestyles, visit Tiaandtameraofficial.com.

Folk from the
heartlands

Waived
deposit if you
like us on
Facebook!

player and vocalist Katie Burk
won third place in the Prairie
Home Companion Duet Competition in October 2012. The three
other band members are Allie
Burbrink, Kat Erickson and Sam
Roberts. Their instruments inContributor
clude harmonica, mandolin, fidYou don’t have to travel far to dle, guitar, banjo, bass and vocals.
experience great music. Local The artists describe themselves
groups inspired by classic folk as “four women interpreting
and bluegrass sounds are tak- bluegrass standards and exploring the stage with new compo- ing Americana music.”
The Stampede String Band is
sitions. If you’re interested in
supporting Indiana bands and a trio featuring bass player Aarkicking off the weekend with a on Nicely, mandolin player John
slice of Americana, there’s a mu- Bahler and guitar/banjo player Kyle Buck, the latter of whom
sic event for you.
Three folk and bluegrass
bands will perform at 9 p.m.
The band is associated
tonight at The Vogue in Indiwith 509 Community,
anapolis. The bands performa Huntington-based
ing are James and the Drifters,
the Whipstitch Sallies and the
Christian organization
Stampede String Band. All three
involved in restoration
bands have performed widely in
and reconciliation. Sales
Indiana and have also appeared
from the group’s next
in Nashville and Chicago.
James and the Drifters is a
album will support 509
folk-rock band that originated
Community’s ministry.
in Huntington, Ind., in 2010. The
23 tracks on their self-titled debut album were recorded live in Nicely met through Craigslist.
eight hours. Their second album, Formed in April 2011, they de“Train,” features seven songs. The scribe themselves as “Americana
current lineup for the band in- from the Heartland.” Their first
cludes members Kyle Jackson, full-length project, “Moonsville,”
Brent Chamberlin, Andrew Free- is scheduled to release sometime
hauf, Derek DeRoo and Taylor this spring. According to their
Zeman. The band is associated website, their goal is to “create
with 509 Community, a Hunting- an energetic, intimate experience”
ton-based Christian organiza- for the audience and to take them
tion involved in restoration and on a “trip into the past and into
reconciliation. Sales from the their hearts.”
group’s next album will support
The Vogue Theater and con509 Community’s ministry.
cert venue is located at 6259
The Whipstitch Sallies is a N. College Ave. in Indianapolis.
four-member all-girl group na- The doors open at 8 p.m., and
tive to Indianapolis. They have the show starts at 9 p.m. Tickets
been together since January are available at the door for $3
2010. NUVO News of Indianapo- for adults 21 and older. You can
lis described them as “all-female find each band on Facebook and
bluegrass rockers with panache.” Twitter, and samples of their muThe group won the Shady Grove sic are available on their websites.
Fiddle Festival band competi- For more information, call The
tion in July 2011, and their fiddle Vogue at 317-259-7029.

Local bands bring
homestyle bluegrass
to The Vogue
Kacey Heinlein

AMENITIES INCLUDE:
- Close to Campus
- All Electric
- Newly Remodeled
Bathrooms

features the celebrity’s original photography. On a personal note, Dylan
was elected president of his residence
hall in 2011, according to Washington
Square News.
For a closer look at the Sprouse
brothers’ artistic development, visit
Sprousearts.com and Colesprousephotography.com.

-

Central Air
Kitchen Appliances Included
Off-Street Parking
Convenient Laundry Facilities

Welcome home!
1- Bedroom

2- Bedroom

575 Sq. Ft.
$400 rent
WAIVED DEPOSIT

680 Sq. Ft.
$500 rent
WAIVED DEPOSIT

More Info:

AptBlitz.com
765-677-0996

FEATURES

Once Teresa finds the right ingredients,
she works on balancing the proportions of
each flavor in the blends. She spends hours
mixing and measuring dried herbs into
different blends.
Tea-making with Teresa
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GUARDING THE NIGHT
Bob Everling takes his job seriously, but he wants to be trusted, not feared.

While Taylor sleeps,
campus policeman
Bob Everling patrols
Kari Travis

for the past three years, served on the
Marion police force for 24 years before coming to work for the university.
The transition from town law enforcement to the atmosphere at Taylor was
a bit like culture shock, he says.
Managing Editor
“Campus is a different world for the
It’s midnight at Taylor University.
most part,” Everling says. “Marion had
For some it’s time to sleep. For others situations like domestic battery cases.
it’s time to study.
After 24 years there I would go home
For Bob Everling, it’s time to climb and hole up in the house. I didn’t even
into his patrol vehicle and watch over want to go out to eat . . . because you
campus for the next eight hours.
see everybody.”
“My first lock-ups really don’t start
Everling retired from the Marion
for a while,” Everling says as he pulls police force and spent an entire year
away from the campus safety office doing what he describes as sitting
and drives toward W. Reade Avenue. around. He laughs at the memory, and
“I just make rounds, shake some doors. his eyes crinkle at the corners. That
Make sure everything is in order.”
year, the position at Taylor opened up,
Everling, Taylor’s night policeman and after an intense application and

interview process, Everling was hired.
“That first year here, it was hard to
adjust,” he admits. “There’s a grace period. And even I didn’t see it until I sat
back and relaxed a bit. They’re all polite, and you give them a little lecture
and it’s ‘thank you.’” He laughs and
shakes his head. “It’s a different world.”
The conversation pauses as Everling turns into the parking lot by Samuel Morris Hall. He leans toward the
dashboard and squints at the license
plate of a pickup truck parked in a
reserved space. Another chuckle escapes him.
“That one’ll get a ticket tonight,” he
says motioning to the vehicle. “I usually give them a chance to get out of
there. Some of them think they’ll just
leave the ticket on there and it’s going

Photograph by Micah Hancock

to be a different guy and that I won’t
know the difference.” Everling’s eyes
twinkle in the cast of the streetlights.
“Sometimes it’s a game with them. And
when I realize they’re playing a little
game, I like to play back.”

“When I’m here, you’re my
kids. I’m here to protect
you. I’m here to help you.”
—Bob Everling

It’s nearly 12:30 a.m. now. Everling
navigates his vehicle toward the beach
at Taylor Lake. His tone is cheerful,
and he keeps his hand on his spotlight,
shining the beam toward parked cars
and into dark, silent lots.
“I’m easy to get along with, and I’m
hard to make mad,” Everling says.
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“Usually when you guys first come on,
I hit you with a ton of warnings, let you
know that after a certain time it’s time
for you to get (a ticket) so you wake up
and say ‘It’s time to go get this fixed.’”
When the clock nears 1 a.m., Everling parks his vehicle outside the
Rupp Communication Arts Center
and climbs out into the frigid air. It’s
time to lock up.
Three students greet Everling in the
hallway. He grins at them as he walks
toward Mitchell Theatre to close the
back entrance.
“I love being around the kids,” he
says, while he checks the bolts on the
doors in the Rupp hallway.
Though he takes his job as a policeman seriously, Everling doesn’t
want students to view him as someone whose job only involves punishing lawbreakers. Rather, he wants to
be a person seen as trustworthy and
supportive in any situation.
“When I’m here, you’re my kids,” he
says. “I’m here to protect you. I’m
here to help you. I’m here to lecture
you. And that’s the way I look at it,
you know? I’m the old dad.”
It’s 1:30 a.m. and most of the doors
are locked and bolted. Everling
stands in the atrium and nods toward
the fountain outside Rupp’s main
entrance. He’s caught a few people
taking a swim, he says, then shakes
his head.
The infamous Taylor bucket list includes everything from splashing in
the fountains to climbing on restricted rooftops, according to Everling. At
one point he even caught someone
trying to drive The Loop backwards.
For every student tempted to get
caught up in such activities, the
weathered and well-experienced policeman has one piece of fatherly advice to give:
“Don’t get wrapped up in your personal wants. Stay focused on your
studies. Because if you don’t get good
grades, there are doors that won’t
open.” He motions to the swinging
door that is just closing behind him.
“But if you do well in school, you can
go anywhere you want, do anything
you want.”

Tea-making
with Teresa

The craft behind Creator’s
Glory Herbs handcrafted teas
Paula Weinman

Contributor

Taylor alum Teresa Peterson (’05) had
intended to become a teacher. As an
elementary education major, Teresa enjoyed helping people learn, and
she was eager to start teaching after
graduation.
A couple months after her graduation, she and her husband Daniel
decided to move to the Dominican
Republic so Teresa could do just that.
Little did she know that five and a half
years later, she and Daniel would be
returning to Upland: not to teach, but
to start a local agricultural business
called Creator’s Glory Herbs.
In the Dominican Republic, Teresa
developed an interest in herbal remedies and salves. After her oldest son
Jeremiah, 5, was born, she began researching the medicinal properties of
various herbs. As an avid tea-drinker, this piqued her interest in herbal
tea-blending.
When she and Daniel returned to
Indiana in 2010, Victory Acres offered Teresa the opportunity to join
its Growing Growers’ program. The
program sponsored new agricultural businesses and allowed Teresa to
incorporate her casual interest into
a business of her own.
Although Creator’s Glory Herbs is a
team effort between Teresa and Daniel, the responsibility for creating new
teas falls to Teresa.
The blending process is not as
straightforward as it may sound. Inspiration for new teas can spring from
anywhere, but finding the right flavor requires research, time and lots
of hot water.

Sometimes—as in the case of Teresa’s fall spice blend—it also requires
scouring through a cookbook.
“I kept thinking, ‘What is fall spice?’”
Teresa said. “I had to look at an apple
pie recipe and a pumpkin pie recipe
to figure it out. ”
Teresa’s fall spice blend contains all
the flavors familiar to pumpkin and
apple pie enthusiasts: nutmeg, cinnamon, ginger and cloves.
Once Teresa finds the right ingredients, she works on balancing the
proportions of each flavor in the
blends. She spends hours mixing
and measuring dried herbs into different blends. She then brews samples of each blend, searching for just
the right flavor. It’s a challenge that
takes over the kitchen.
“Usually when I’m trying a new
tea, I have lots of little Tupperwares
with different trial (brews) sitting all
around the house,” said Teresa, laugh-

“Usually when I’m trying a
new tea, I have lots of little
Tupperwares with different
trial (brews) sitting all around
the house. I make the teas to
my taste, and I typically go
for the stronger flavors.”
—Teresa Peterson

ing. “I make the teas to my taste, and
I typically go for the stronger flavors.”
Occasionally, one blend inspires another. After finishing her fall spice, Teresa decided to create a tea she calls
Apple Pie Spice Tea. This was a particularly challenging case.

Teresa’s sons, Timmy and Jeremiah, can identify herbs almost as well as their mother.

Many large tea companies use artificial or laboratory flavoring to give
their fruit teas distinctive fruity flavors, but Teresa is committed to using
just plants. This meant she needed to
create an Apple Pie Spice tea—without using apples.
The answer to Teresa’s problem
wasn’t in a cookbook. This time, she
relied on her herbal knowledge to
maintain the integrity of her ingredients and the quality of her flavors.
“I needed to give it the fruitiness of
apple pie,” Teresa said. “And I thought
of rosehip. It’s in the same family as
the apple, and it gave the tea that
fruity flavor.”
One of Teresa’s favorite teas is her
Red Ginger Dusk tea, which features
strong, spicy flavors like cinnamon
and ginger. This time, her inspiration
came from bold flavors of the Dominican Republic.
“It’s a very robust tea,” said Teresa. “It’s very similar to a tea served in
the Dominican Republic, except they
serve it very sweet.”
Teresa makes sweetened blends
using Stevia, a natural low-calorie
sweetener that is sugar-free. Stevia

is available in most supermarkets as
a bleached white powder, but Teresa
uses whole leaves from her own Stevia plant.
Teresa has started selling her teas
online, but the majority of sales come
from farmers’ markets. According
to Teresa and Daniel, Creator’s Glory Herbs relies heavily on word-ofmouth recommendations.
For Teresa—still an education major at heart—her time at farmers’
markets selling teas and salves has
become an opportunity to teach her
customers about herbal remedies and
the health benefits herbs have to offer.
“I really want to present people with
a more holistic view of healing,” she
said. “For so long people believed that
the use of natural (remedies) went
against Christianity, but now I think
people are starting to realize that,
‘Wait, God is the one who made this.’”
Teresa offers her online customers
the opportunity to learn about these
natural resources. Each tea she offers online comes with a description
of flavors, potential health benefits,
and specific steeping instructions.
Some teas also come with a suggested

Photograph provided by Teresa Peterson

alternate use. For example, Teresa’s
Garden Daydreams blend can be used
to create a relaxing herbal bath, a natural baby wipes spray or a sweet milk
and honey drink for children.
Teresa enjoys seeing reluctant
tea-drinkers stretch their limits because of her sweetened teas. Among
those reluctant tea drinkers are
a number of kids whose parents
couldn’t be more thrilled to discover
a sugar-free treat for their children.
Even Teresa’s kids are learning.
“They can walk outside and identify
pretty much any edible herb out there,”
Daniel said. “They’ll even say things
like, ‘Ooh, can I have some basil?’”
Creator’s Glory Herbs has given Teresa the opportunity to teach and expand her horizons.
“I’ve been sharing my passions with
people, and seeing them getting excited about it,” she said. “Even when
someone tells me that they’ve enjoyed the lip balm or one of my teas, it
strikes me . . . wow, this is really blessing someone.”
Teresa is teaching people through
her business—no classroom involved.

OPINIONS

“Rather than using Brennan’s confirmation as a chance to
question Obama’s position on drones in places where he actually uses them like Pakistan, Paul decided to grandstand
and create a giant starw man to burn.”
Crafting the new Republican Party
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Off-campus
housing
Taylor administration
shouldn’t discourage
off-campus living
Nate Randolph
Contributor

illustration by Rodrigo Carneiro

How I infiltrated Gerig Hall
Navigating foreign waters

of the Gerig table is “Don’t talk about the
Gerig table,” a rule I was eager to break in
my article. What I found was . . . conversation. Interesting conversation about the colossal squid, sarcasm and its purpose and
Amy Green
which
Christmas specials are actually good
Contributor
instead of just nostalgic.
During my first three years at Taylor, I heard
“People should not be so welcoming
rumors of the strange culture of Gerig Hall. this early in the morning,” I wrote. “HighNow that I’m a senior living off campus, not ly suspicious.”
affiliated with a particular dorm, I decided
Gradually, I stopped being the awkward
to try a social experiment. I would infiltrate, outsider. “Stereotype may need modificado research and write up a fascinating fea- tion,” I wrote after a few months. “There are
ture story about the wackos in Gerig Hall. some quirky people in Gerig. There are also
Investigative journalism at its finest.
some who are shy, intelligent, friendly, sarMy plan of action started with the lob- castic, musically talented or overly competby. If you come into Gerig and are not a itive. Just like any other dorm.”
Gerigian, your entrance in the dorm will
Still, I took notes, transcribing conversabe met with the slightly terrifying stares of tions and recording every detail. And then
the lounge-dwellers. I decided I would have . . . something happened.
to win over this group of people first, usIt might have been the night I snuck into
ing ordinary friendship means as well as an the building for reconnaissance and was
underhanded tactic stolen from my home invited to join a dozen Gerigians singing
dorm, English: bringing baked goods.
hymns in the stairwell.
“Infiltration is working,” I recorded in my
Maybe it was the dinner I looked across
top-secret reporter’s notebook. “Subjects three crowded DC tables and realized I knew
showing no signs of resistance. Might be everyone’s name.
Or the morning I made bacon in the loba trap.”
Next: the table. Apparently, the first rule by over J-term break (trying to throw off

suspicion, of course). I burnt breakfast and
set off the fire alarm, but everyone forgave
me. And helped me wash the dishes. And
dealt me into another game of Euchre.
My objectivity had been compromised.
I found myself wanting to leave the safety
of my wing’s table and . . . gasp . . . sit in another section.
When Gerig freshmen heard that I was
not, in fact, an alumna of their dorm, they’d
say, “So you’re really a Gerigian at heart, but
you just lived in another dorm?”
And I would reply, “Um . . . not really. I
loved living in English. But . . . .” Then I’d
point in the other direction and yell, “Look,
a white plate!”
Or I’d hear people from other dorms
making fun of Gerig and rise passionately
to its defense. How dare they mock my new
friends! They don’t know them. They don’t
want to know them.
And then I’d think: Did I, before?
Conflicted loyalties. People who didn’t
fit stereotypes. False guilt for investing in a
dorm that was never technically my home.
Annoyance at my own judgmentalism. This
wasn’t part of the plan.
The point is, I can’t write the dramatic
exposé I had originally planned. Gerig Hall,

this is my apology, my confession in front
of all of Taylor about my sinister motivations for infiltrating your dorm. I hope you
can forgive me.
To be honest, I like labels because, from
far away, everyone looks the same. When I
get closer, I can see names and faces and
personalities and other things I didn’t expect. That’s harder, because when I see my
neighbor as a person and not as “one of
those (insert stereotype here),” I feel obligated to love my neighbor.
Which, next to loving God, is the greatest commandment. Just pointing that out.
So learn from my mistake and try something new for the right reasons. Don’t let
people around you make jabs at other halls,
even if they’re supposed to be jokes. Go to
a special open house at a dorm you never
visit. Pray for residents of a different floor
or wing by name (yes, there is a non-creepy
use for the MyTaylor roster).
Sometimes, when you venture across
the parking lot to another dorm, you find
out the residents there are people too, full
of flaws and strengths and weaknesses
and stories.
And sometimes, you find out they’re
your friends.
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Lucas Sweitzer
Opinions Editor

I’ve reached a point where people usually
think I’m joking when I identify as a Republican. I suppose it’s understandable, especially if you’ve only come to know me
through these editorials.
Since becoming the opinions editor of
The Echo, I would estimate about 50 percent of my editorials have been centered
around failures and critiques of the Republican Party. I supported and voted for
Barack Obama in the last election. I would
absolutely say I’m moderate. But I hold that
on paper, I still identify more with the Republican Party than Democrats.
And even though I personally still identify as a Republican, I’m sure there are many
on this campus that would scoff at the idea.
If I made a list of political beliefs and asked
the Taylor student body to identify me as
Republican or Democrat, I imagine the results would be pretty divided—which underscores the point I’m arriving at: The
Republican Party just doesn’t know what it
wants to be anymore. As a result, individuals have widely different opinions of what
constitutes a “real Republican,” leading me
to an identity crisis.
Political parties are not stagnant; they
are dynamic. They morph and change, or, in
times of major political change, die off, being born again as a new party. The Republican Party was in desperate need of a change
after George W. Bush’s presidency (not that
I think of him as a unilaterally terrible president), and hasn’t been able to make up its
mind in the last five years. John McCain was
the party’s try at a “compromiser,” but he
lost the presidency. Then, in the last two
elections in 2010 and 2012, the Republican
has begun to solidify its new identity as further to the political right than before.
It’s because of this I have to hesitate before I say I’m a Republican. Now, when you

say the word “Republican,” you’re putting Governor Chris Christie would be able to
yourself in an umbrella that includes people pull in moderate support. Of course, my powho should be called libertarians, people litical dream candidate Jon Huntsman relike Ron and Rand Paul. You’re putting your- cently came out with some other
self in a group with people like Rick Santo- Republicans in support of gay marriage (a
rum, a religious ideologue who would be no-brainer for conservatives, in my opinion)
better off in some Christian revival party and would make an excellent candidate for
than the Republican Party.
the presidency.
Take Rand Paul’s recent filibuster stunt,
Now, when you say the word
for example. The talking filibuster of the
House confirmation vote on John Brennan
“Republican,” you’re putting
was led by Paul and supported by other
yourself in an umbrella that
prominent Republicans like up-and-comincludes people who should
er Marco Rubio. Paul was delaying the vote
on confirming Brennan as the new director
be called libertarians, people
of the CIA because Brennan and the Obama
like Ron and Rand Paul. You’re
administration didn’t provide a clear anputting yourself in a group
swer as to whether or not the president
could use drones to kill American citizens
with people like Rick Santorum,
on American soil.
a religious ideologue who
The entire fiasco was alarmist and counwould be better off in some
terproductive because of the ridiculous
premise it was based off of. It was a deluChristian revival party than
sion almost as unfounded as the whole
the Republican Party.
“birther” movement that wouldn’t shut up
until Obama produced his birth certificate.
Of course Obama can’t legally kill American
Sometime in the past, Mitt Romney
citizens on American soil. Obama never in- would’ve made this list. But unfortunately,
dicated he was trying to, he (and Brennan) Romney wasn’t the compromissory candisimply didn’t respond to a foolish question. date he should’ve been in 2012. Because the
Eventually, the administration did re- party had been pushed to the right, Romney
spond to the question with a succinct “no,” had to shift his own views to the right just
but by answering they only dignified a ques- to win over Republicans, and looked like a
tion that never should’ve been asked in the complete flip-flop to independents.
To create a stronger party positioned for
first place. It is beneath Obama to have to
respond to ludicrous accusations that he the future, existing Republicans should exwould kill innocent Americans on Amer- pel these “Republicans-adjacent” like an
acid. Ron Paul does not want to be a Reican soil.
Rather than using Brennan’s confirma- publican, he is far too deluded by the idetion as a chance to question Obama’s policy als of Ayn Rand. So why does he remain a
on drones in places where he actually uses Republican? Because it is easier for libertarthem like Pakistan, Paul decided to grand- ians and Tea Party-ers to hijack the Republistand and create a gigantic straw man to can Party rather than create something new.
burn. This isn’t conservative. This isn’t ReThe modern Republican Party is at a
publican. Republicans should be better crossroads with some difficult decisions
than that.
ahead, and if the last five years have been
There are more moderate Republicans any indication, they’ll make all the wrong
waiting to be given their shot. McCain was choices. They’ll push further to the right
not a fan of Paul’s filibuster either, saying “If rather than finding more to agree on,
Mr. Paul wants to be taken seriously, he they’ll alienate people who can recogneeds to do more than pull political stunts nize the world is more complicated than
that fire up impressionable libertarian kids.” “The Fountainhead.”

Intentional community or intentional imprisonment? Taylor University, an institution that prides itself on being in constant
community, is taking things way too far. In
response to the previously written article
about applying to move off campus, I have
a few things to say.
I am a fifth year senior at Taylor University. My freshman year at this school, I was
part of the tennis team; therefore I was required to be here a couple of weeks before
school started. Through this experience I
made community. From this experience and
from what I have seen with other sports,
they seem to have a better community. This
is something good to say about intentional
community. However, being a normal student now and experiencing the difficulty of
applying to move off campus, I am filled
with annoyance and disgust at the process
that is applying for off campus.

Who are they to say that
a 23-year-old man cannot
move out and live on his own?
Colleges all over the nation
open off-campus housing
to even sophomores, and
their application process
is tons easier than ours.
Last year was my first experience in trying to get off campus and it was—an understatement—not a fun experience. I applied
as a fourth-year junior to move off campus
for my senior year. The reason I needed to
live off campus was for two real reasons and
one maybe selfish reason. The first reason
was because I needed the space to spread
out my study stuff for my classes because I
am in a lot of hard classes that require a lot
of time, research and concentration to finish. The second reason was because when
I study I need complete alone space. I have
tried to study in the library, but it is far too
quiet and there are too many people there
I ended up talking to people and meeting
new people instead of doing work like I was
supposed to. The third and more selfish reason was because I am a senior and did not
want to be in a dorm full of freshman. I also
wanted the experience of living in the real
world so I knew what it is actually like to be
alone and relying on my own means.
The process was anything but easy, being
passed from one person to the next. It was
like the administration either did not know
what their responsibilities were or they did
not want to have to deal with me. I felt like
I kept getting passed back and forth from
one person to the next, like a football being
thrown outside Wengatz.
After finally getting connected with the
right person, I was able to fill out my application form. It was after this the horror
of imprisonment crept in. As an upcoming fifth-year senior, I was denied off-campus housing and then put on the waiting
list. There are plenty of empty apartments
in Upland, Gas City and Marion that I am
sure I could very easily move into. Who are
they to say that a 23-year-old man cannot
move out and live on his own? Colleges all
over the nation open off-campus housing
to even sophomores, and their application
process is tons easier than ours.
Why does Taylor University force its students to stay on campus? For example, me,
a fifth-year senior, being forced to room in
a dorm of freshman with no upperclassmen is simply unheard of and should not
be forced on anyone. This is especially true
when, for a lot of seniors, their final year
means a large paper or project due by the
end of the semester. I would think that Taylor should be more concerned with helping
that go well than forcing intentional imprisonment upon its delinquents. When are we
going to be allowed to grow up and live as
adults instead of extended high school children? This definitely will not happen at this
intentional imprisonment-obsessed institution. I might as well have stayed at home
and done classes online because I would
have had more freedom.

•
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that fosters healthy discussion about relevant issues,
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Student Journalists have published The Echo weekly since
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Press and the Indiana Collegiate Press Association.
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Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to Lucas_Sweitzer@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. Please
keep the word count to 500-700 words.

I am excited to take advantage of this
blessed opportunity God has presented
me by going out strong my senior year.
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Continued on page 12
Left: Senior Luke Hofsommer slides safely into
second, helping the
Trojans secure the victory.
Right: Senior Derek
Kinzer stands at the
mound as he prepares to
deliver a pitch to home.
Bottom: Freshman Brian
Moore dives to stop the
ball while maintaining
an errorless game.
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Junior Erin Price qualifies for nationals as she finishes third in the 400 meter hurdles.
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Spring break starts track
outdoor season
Nick Van Heest
Sports Writer

The Taylor track and field teams had
a busy spring break, competing in
two meets: the Rhodes Invitational
in Memphis and the Emory Classic
in Atlanta.
“Our meets over spring break were
our first outdoor meets of the year,
and the team as a whole came out
strong,” said senior Robert Dickey. “Many people qualified for
Nationals and even more set personal records.”
At the Rhodes Invitational, which
was not scored, junior Luke Currens
and sophomore Brandon Wilchcombe led the men’s teams. The two
claimed first and second place in the
110 meter hurdles, respectively.
Junior Jeremy Cutshaw leaped and
sprinted to victory in the 400 meter hurdles in 55.48, while the men’s
4x800 team of junior Cerio Rolle
and freshmen Clayton Orender, David Rodman and Schalk Van Niekerk
crossed the finish line first in 8:11.16.
Rolle chipped in a strong performance in the 800 meter run, finishing
second in 1:57.23. Sophomore Kenny
Higgins’ heaves of 42.90 meters and
45.79 meters gave him second place
finishes in the discus throw and the
hammer throw, respectively.

Senior Liz Luke led the women’s
side by winning the hammer throw
with a toss of 44.22 meters.
Junior Erin Price sprinted to second place in the 400 meter hurdles
in 1:05.82, senior Henrietta Carey
claimed second in the 200 meter dash
with a time of 25.68 and sophomore
Elaine Schmeltz took second in the
3000 meter steeplechase.
The 4x800 relay team of sophomores Jenna Norris and Sarah
Neideck and freshmen Grace Carver and Jane Hawks grabbed another second place finish, crossing the
line in 9:41.56, while the 4x400 relay team of Price, sophomore Kehlay Dunah and freshmen Courtney
Thompson and Kaitlin DeHaan finished second in 4:04.81.
At the Emory Classic, which was
scored, the Taylor men’s team claimed
third place. They were led by Wilchcombe and Currens’ first and second
place finishes in the 110 meter hurdles in 14.87 and 14.96, respectively, which qualified both of them for
NAIA nationals.
The women took fourth at Emory, led by Luke’s victorious hammer
throw of 43.71 meters.
Price punched her ticket for nationals in the 400 meter hurdles, while
Carey’s time of 12.32 seconds in the
100 meter dash qualified the sprinter

Softball
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Junior Emily Tweedy collected three hits in the doubleheader against Saint Francis yesterday.

Softball drops doubleheader
in Fort Wayne
Jeff Yoder

Sports Co-Editor

The Taylor softball team went 0-for2 on Thursday in Fort Wayne against
Saint Francis University. The Trojans
let the Cougars escape with a thin 1211 victory in the first game and were
shut out 4-0 in the second meeting.
In the first game, Taylor put four
runs on the board in the top of the
first inning. Junior Emily Tweedy
scored on a throwing error, and freshman Taylor Murray followed up with
a three-run home run to give the Trojans a 4-0 lead early.
Saint Francis answered back with
three runs in the bottom of the first,
one in the second and three more in
the fourth. The Cougars held a 7-4
lead going into the fifth inning when
sophomore Bethany Bates homered to
center field to bring the game to 7-6.
The Trojans started to show some
life again in the sixth as they tallied
five runs on six hits before a double

play saved the Cougars from a Trojan onslaught.
Once again, Cougars answered
back with five runs in the bottom of
the sixth to regain a 12-10 lead heading into the seventh. Murray homered
again to bring the Trojans within one,
but they never scored again. Murray
ended the day 2-for-2 with two home
runs and four RBIs.
Sophomore pitcher Hannah Klebesadel pitched 2.2 innings and gave
up six hits and seven runs. Freshman pitcher Ashley Miller contributed with 3.1 innings pitched giving
up seven hits and five runs.
The Trojans were shut out in
the second game as Klebesadel
and Miller split pitching duties
again. Senior Holly Tomaszewski
also pitched two outs before leaving the mound.
The Trojans will be in action today with another doubleheader at
3 p.m. and 5 p.m. at Goshen College
in Goshen, Ind.
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for nationals as well.
Schmeltz grabbed second in the
3000 meter steeplechase in 11:28.52.
“We hadn’t been able to train
outside much because of the lousy
weather, so we didn’t know how we
would stack up,” said head coach Ted
Bowers. “However, the meets turned
out really well for us. It was encouraging because we knew we were
going up against some really good
people down there.”
The Trojans will host the Taylor
Classic tomorrow, as the program
prepares for the all-important conference meet at the end of April.
“With conference coming up in a
month we are staying focused on our
techniques, perfecting them, our eating regimen, getting plenty of sleep
and all of the other necessities crucial for accomplishing our goals this
year,” Dickey said. “The little things
are actually the big things.”
Although the Taylor Classic will be
on the smaller side, with about four
teams competing, Dickey is looking
forward to it.
“We are excited for a highly energized and successful meet here
at home this weekend,” he said. “I
am excited to take advantage of this
blessed opportunity God has presented me by going out strong my
senior year.”

Taylor

Bethel

Goshen

Grace

Huntington

Indiana
Wesleyan

Marian

Mount Vernon
Nazarene

Spring Arbor

St. Francis

2nd

8th

10th

9th

6th

3rd

7th

4th

1st

5th

15-11 (10-2)

7-19 (4-8)

2-25 (1-13)

8-14 (1-11)

5-14 (5-4)

14-11-1 (9-2)
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6-8 (3-5)

16-7 (2-1)

14-6 (5-1)

5-11 (1-3)

8-15 (1-2)

7-10 (2-0)
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PREVIEW
Baseball (15-11, 10-2)
Schedule

04/06 vs Marian (DH) 1 p.m.
04/09 @ Marian (DH) 4 p.m.
04/11 @ Spring Arbor (DH) 2 p.m.
04/13 vs Spring Arbor (DH) 1 p.m.
04/16 @ Huntington (DH) 4:30 p.m.
04/18 vs Huntington (DH) 2 p.m.
04/20 vs Indiana Wesleyan (DH) 1 p.m.
04/23 @ Indiana Wesleyan (DH) 4 p.m.
04/25 @ Grace (DH) 2 p.m.
04/27 vs Grace (DH) 4 p.m.
*(DH) - Double Header

Softball (8-14, 0-2)
Schedule
Junior infielder Austin York gives a strong rip at the ball as the team collects 14 hits in the doubleheader on Tuesday.
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Trojans sweep Saint Francis on the road
Austin Kight

A

Sports Writer

s the weather continues to warm up, so do
the Trojans’ baseball
team, sweeping host
Saint Francis in a doubleheader on Tuesday. With 3-2 and
4-2 victories, Taylor extended its win
streak to six straight games, improving
their Crossroads League record to 9-1.
Their six-game is marked by a 38-6 run
lead over the opponents.
In the first game, Saint Francis jumped
to an 1-0 lead in the bottom of the first
inning on a bases-loaded RBI single by
the Cougars’ Kyle McKay. The Trojans
avoided further damage as Trevor Pulver struck out to end the inning.
The Trojans answered in the second with a leadoff double off the bat
of junior first baseman Jordan Coffey.
Freshman Grant Hendershot singled
to center field, scoring Coffey before
senior Luke Hofsommer hit a two-out
single up the middle to bring in Hendershot. This put the Trojans up 2-1

Men’s golf kicks
off season at the
Trevecca Nazarene
Spring Invitational
Elizabeth Luke
Contributor

The Taylor men’s golf team kicked
off their spring break with a tournament at Old Hickory Country Club in
Nashville, Tenn. With 10 teams present, the men landed in fifth place after one day of competition, but they
clenched second place the next day
after an excellent day of golfing. The
two days’ scores combined to give
them fourth overall in the tournament with a score of 306.
Sophomore Nate Scheibe earned
himself a place on the all-tournament team. His score of 152 boosted
him into second place overall.
“The guys executed the game plan
and each guy played well. I'm pleased
with today and we'll build on it,” said
head coach Cam Andry.
The women had a tournament
schedule in Kentucky, but due to
weather conditions, it was canceled.
After this, the men and the women
packed up from their separate locations to head to Florida for a week of
training. Weather conditions allowed
them to practice on a full golf course
each day instead of the indoor driving
range they used in Muncie.
“This time on the course was very
beneficial as it allowed us time to focus on detail and correct technique,”
said head women’s coach Julie Flores.
The men had their annual inter-squad match for “The Purple Jacket.” Sophomore Tucker Fahlen won the
battle and claimed the jacket for 2013.
“Overall, spring break was an awesome time,” senior Jimmy Fahlen
said. “It allowed us to not only work
on our skills, but it brings the team
closer together and allows us to bond
in a different way.”
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Not everybody
had their best
stuff, but we
played hard and
had great efforts
from every player.
It was probably
the best we
have played as
a team so far.
—Diamon Buck

heading into the third.
“I feel like we are definitely playing
better,” Coffey said. “I think that is a fact
that pretty much everybody can see. We
have gone through some tough games
together as a team and I still believe
that we have our best days ahead of us.”
Senior pitcher Ryan Baker (4-3), the
Trojans’ four-year veteran, silenced
the Cougars’ bats, throwing 5.2 innings and allowing two runs off five
hits. Sporting a tidy 2.50 ERA on the
season, Baker retired nine of the 28

batters he faced, leading the Trojans
to the 3-2 victory.
Junior Caleb Miller notched his
fourth save of the year, locking down
the last four outs of the game.
In the second game of the series,
pitching dominated again for both
teams as sophomore Josh DeGraaf
took the mound for the Trojans and
went the distance, improving to 4-1 on
the season. DeGraaf allowed only one
earned run on eight hits and struck
out four in seven strong innings.
The Cougars once again jumped to
an early lead in the first to gain the
lead 2-0 on the Trojans. But Taylor’s
offence sparked in the second to tie
things up at 2-2 as senior Taylor Luna,
freshman Brian Moore and Hendershot all reached base to begin the
inning. Luna scored on a wild pitch
from Saint Francis, and an RBI single to left-center from Hofsommer
brought Moore home to tie the game.
Both offenses grew quiet until Taylor put up two more runs in the top of
the sixth. Trojan freshmen Kevin Fahy
and Jake West, Luna and sophomore

Diamon Buck got hits, giving DeGraaf
a lead heading into the seventh.
“The conditions were tough to play
in, but we battled them really well,”
Buck said. “Not everybody had their
best stuff, but we played hard and had
great efforts from every player. It was
probably the best we have played as
a team so far.”
As the season progresses, the Trojans are becoming more of a threat as
a playoff contender. The young team,
lead by head coach Kyle Gould, took
the non-conference games to find
their footing but with an outstanding bullpen and well-timed offense,
the team has started to click.
“We have been playing the game a
lot better and the right way as the season progresses but we definitely have
not hit our stride yet,” Luna said. “We
have more to bring to the table and
when we put all the pieces together on the field we will be a very hard
team to beat.”
The Trojans split a doubleheader
yesterday at home against Saint Francis, bringing them to 15-11 overall.

04/06 @ Grace (DH) 1 p.m.
04/09 @ Mount Vernon Nazarene (DH) 3 p.m.
04/11 vs Indiana Wesleyan (DH) 5 p.m.
04/13 vs Bethel (DH) 1 p.m.
04/16 vs Spring Arbor (DH) 3 p.m.
04/19 vs Calumet of St. Joseph (DH) 3 p.m.
04/20 @ Siena Heights (DH) 1 p.m.
04/23 vs Huntington (DH) 5 p.m.
04/25 @ Marian (DH) 3 p.m.
04/27 @ St. Mary-of-the-Woods (DH) 1 p.m.
*(DH) - Double Header

Track and Field
Schedule

04/06 Taylor Classic
04/12 Indiana Intercollegiate Championships
04/20 Manchester Invitational
04/26-27 Crossroads League Championships
05/04 Taylor Invitational
05/10 Dr. Keeler Invitational
05/23-25 NAIA National Outdoor Championships

Men’s Golf
Schedule

04/05-06 USF Cougar Spring Invitational
04/08-09 NAIA National Preview
04/12-13 Battle at Blackthorn
04/22-23 Taylor Spring Invitational
04/29-30 Crossroads League Championship

Women’s Golf
Schedule

04/05-06 Saint Francis Spring Invitational
04/12-13 Battle at Blackthorn
04/19-20 Ohio Northern Spring Invitational
04/26-27 Crossroads League Championship

Silent Night to be
featured on CBS
before Final Four
“The Best of College
Basketball 2013” will air
a segment including
Silent Night
Gabe Bain

Sports Co-Editor

Silent Night and all of its craziness
and appeal will be shared with the
entire nation once again. This spectacular event continues to attract
major media outlets across the U.S.
Before the beginning of the Final Four
on Saturday, CBS will feature Taylor’s Silent Night tradition as a part of “The
Best of College Basketball 2013” show.
The program features many different traditions, top plays, best games
and personalities from the 2012-2013
college basketball season. Part of this
segment will be devoted to the now
famous tradition of Silent Night.
The show will be divided up by
each month of the basketball season
and Silent Night will be broadcasted

in the December section. Approximately a 30-second clip will be
played of the event according to assistant SID Cam Andry.
Last December, the fast-growing
tradition from Taylor was covered
by multiple media outlets across the
nation.
The Wall Street Journal ran an indepth piece previewing the madness
that takes place the last Friday of the
fall semester. ESPN posted about it on
Twitter and their Facebook page.
CBS Sports, NBC Sports, the Huffington Post and Bleacher Report were
among other notable news sources
who covered this unique tradition.
Despite all of this coverage, the
Final Four will present one of the
greatest opportunities for Silent
Night to be displayed to the masses. Last year, the two Final Four
games received television ratings
of 8.4 and 9.6
Look for Silent Night on “The Best
of College Basketball 2013,” which airs
tomorrow at 1 p.m. on CBS.
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A clip of Silent Night will be broadcasted to the nation before the Final Four.

Athlete of the Week

JORDAN COFFEY
Year

Redshirt Junior

Hometown

Batavia, IL

Position

First Base, Pitcher, Outfield

Nickname

JCoff, Mocha Latte

Funniest teammate

Alex Senyshyn

Dream job

Major League baseball player

Role model

My grandfather, Roland Coffey (’56)
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